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The BOOK OF THE DEAD is a list 
of approx. 1100 friends of mine, 
lovers, loved ones, acquaintances, 
comrades.  40 are made and will be 
included in each of the 40 ACKER 
boxes presented at the Acker 
Awards. . . . book cover artwork by 
Tabboo!  Eugene Fedorko

Keep The Faith The Struggle 
Never Ends.. Always Forward..  
Make Downtown Ours Again.. 
beware.. those who never did are 
now speaking for those who did.
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ABOUT THE  
NYC ACKER AWARDS 
 
The NYC Acker Awards are based on recognizing, honoring, saving and preserving 
the memory and the history of the creators who were pioneers in their  endeavors, 
mentored, inspired, turned on, opened doors, lead the way for others to follow. The 
ones who contributed much but never joined the mainstream.  As well as the awards 
are giving recognition and thanks to those community individuals who gave space, 
shelter, in short, provided the location for the magic to happen.  

The NYC ACKER Awards are not based on achievement in one field, but are centered 
on the idea of innovating and building a whole abstract community  based on the 
idea of creation.  Similar to the way it happened in the old LES, where a seeking 
individual could find almost any form of creativity to draw inspiration from, to fit into, 
no matter how outside the seeker was, or to find fellow seekers. It is a vision based 
on the Utopian ideal the old LES represented. 

To me, Kathy Acker, was, yes, an accomplished writer, but I see her as bigger than 
that.  I see her as a symbol of original thinking, a person who followed her own path 
no matter what the consequences or hardships she faced, was willing to go up against 
the conformist standards for success, stood her ground, did it her way.  She was very 
FTW.  To me she is a spirit, a symbol, she is more than a book.  

Clayton Patterson, 1948, Calgary, Alberta, Canada,  Head of NO!art West. He has 
always worked closely with his wife and partner Elsa Rensaa.  They created the 
Clayton Cap, which changed the history of the baseball cap, built a substantial photo/
video/ephemera archive of the Lower East Side, showed information in numerous 
places.  Recognized for introducing the handheld commercially available video camera 
as an effective tool to document police wrong doing, by a means that anyone can use 
and be affective at doing. The Tompkins Square Park Police riot tape was instrumental 
in getting the event  classified as a Police riot.  Years in court over the right to 
document street police actions.  Led to Cop Watch.  Published a number of history 
anthologies, books, articles based on the Lower East Side, anti-gentrification, activism. 
Movies Captured Captured; directed by Ben Solomon and Dan Levin and edited by 
Jenner Furst, produced by Marc Levin and Blowback Productions.n, Everybody Street 
Cheryl Dunn director,  Shadows In the City, Ari Roussmoff, director, Clayton Patterson, 
creative director and talent.    http://patterson.no-art.info/memo-en.html

creator & producer  
Clayton Patterson 

Clayton Patterson

Presenter
©MIKE AUER

Kembra Pfahler

MC
Kembra Pfahler became a major figure of the 
1980s East Village scene associated with ABC 
No Rio, and has acted in low-budget horror 
and softcore porn films.[2] As a teenager she 
developed an interest in punk through first 
wave Los Angeles punk artists. Pfahler moved 
to New York City in 1979 to start her creative 
career, attracted and inspired by extreme 
alternative artists The Cramps, Diamanda 
Galas, Lydia Lunch and Ethyl Eichelberger, 
but also by Butoh dance. She follows the 
artistic philosophy of Availablism, using what is 
closest at hand as both the inspiration for her 
work and the medium. Pfahler has appeared 
as a Calvin Klein model.

Music
In 1990, Pfahler and Samoa Moriki (her husband at the time) founded their band, The 
Voluptuous Horror of Karen Black on the Lower East Side. The Voluptuous Horror of 
Karen Black (named in homage to actress Karen Black) mixed their punk rock roots 
with elements of performance art, vaudeville, psychotronic films, and burlesque shows 
to arrive at their signature shock rock identity. They have released three albums: “Anti-
Naturalists” (1995), “A National Healthcare” (1996) and “Black Date” (1998).

Pfahler and Samoa formed The Voluptuous Horror after ten years of making Super 
8 horror films and visual and performance art that they felt would benefit from a 
musical soundtrack. To do so they looked to Viennese Actionists Hermann Nitsch, 
Otto Mühl, and Rudolf Schwarzkogler as original influences. Rebelling against a 
degraded, polluted world, Pfahler developed an “anti-naturalism” platform on which 
to promote VHOKB, reflecting her desire to reveal the attraction of repulsion.

The Voluptuous Horror of Karen Black performs heavy punk-metal songs amid 
elaborate hand-constructed sets where Kembra engages an animalistic, fetishistic 
practice of acting out transgressive physical feats. Pfahler’s stage persona has been 
described as a “lady devil” dominatrix who relishes destroying notions of female 
beauty rooted in purity and innocence. Wearing a teased black bouffant wig with 
blacked-out teeth, black stiletto heel boots, and black underwear, her nude body 
painted blue, pink, or yellow, Pfahler heads a team of dominatrix ladies in similar 
campy glamour while male band members, including her now ex-husband Samoa, 
maintain masculine rockabilly stylings.

©LAURA LEBER
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Adam Alexander 

Lifetime Achievement

Adam was born in Manhattan, Bastille Day, 1945, and proudly, stubbornly, in true 
New York style, never learned to drive because doing so might lead to visiting, 
say, Queens. He was a math prodigy, first inspired by the microscope he received 
from his grandfather, science writer for a Yiddish newspaper. Adam was educated 
at City College of New York. He worked for Mayor Lindsey in the late 1960s, and 
for Peter Max sporadically. In 1982 he invented a Rubik’s Cube inspired puzzle 
called Alexander’s Star, released by the Ideal Toy Company. The $150,000 
paycheck, coupled with a classic rent-controlled apartment, helped him turn his 
back on conventional employment to become host, following his marriage to Leslie 
Sternbergh in 1986, of the Leslie and Adam salon, an East Village institution for 
the artistically inclined. Adam was an early adopter of computer technology and in 
the 1990s turned his math talent to the creation of fractals, described as abstract 
objects of evolving symmetry, created through mathematical equations. Hard to 
comprehend, but beautiful to behold, Adam’s fractals were displayed at Fuse gallery 
online in 2011, and his animated creations at Howl! in 2016. 

In August 2017 Adam Alexander was diagnosed with metastatic lung cancer. His 
death came December 20, 2017. I suspect he’d have preferred the 21st, the darkest 
day of the year.

Leslie Sternbergh 

Lifetime Achievement

Leslie Sternbergh was born in York, Pennsylvania (home of the barbells) in 1960. Being 
too bright from birth, a pre-woke plushie (she wore her Easter bunny suit everywhere) 
and blessed with the thickest, longest, most magnificent red hair since Neanderthals first 
gifted us this much admired and maligned recessive gene, all made an early escape to 
New York inevitable. Arriving in 1981, on her 21st birthday, she enlivened the downtown 
comic scene with her memorable holiday parties, and incited the passions of fellow art 
students as a popular life model. Photographer Joel Meyerowitz was an ardent fan, and 
included an elegant portrait in his 1991 book Redheads. 

Leslie made her real mark as a comic artist, though. Her witty, wise and profane 
work was featured in Vogue, Screw, Weirdo, Twisted Sisters, Wimmen’s Comix, Dori 
Stories, Wonder Woman, Cherry, The Comics Journal, Juxtapoz, JUGGS and multiple 
DC Comics compilations. She was particularly proud to crack the boy’s club at MAD, 
becoming the first female artist to receive a callback for multiple projects. 

Leslie’s soul mate was Adam Alexander; the two married in 1986 and thereafter 
held court in their informal East Village salon, scene of brilliant conversation and 
unimaginable clutter. Brilliant, feisty, talented, and audaciously ginger, Leslie is a 
woman once met, never forgotten.

©CLAYTON PATTERSON

WRITER’S CREDIT: DIAN HANSON WRITER’S CREDIT: DIAN HANSON

©CLAYTON PATTERSON
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Philly Abe

Lifetime Achievement
In an increasingly bland and beige world, 
artist, performer and icon Philly Abe is a 
much needed riot of color and energy. 

She is a visionary artist of chaotic beauty 
and a beacon of originality. 

At one time living in the basement of ABC 
No Rio, Philly was a fixture at the Pyramid 
in the ’80’s bringing her unique brand of 
performance art to the stage in the East 
Village. She was part of 7 Days of Creation 
at ABC No Rio in 1983 and New Leonard 
Beach Hotel Project  (1989) of artist 
decorated rooms in Miami Beach, both 
exhibitions curated by Allied Productions.  
She’s the star of many films by director Todd 
Verow for whom Philly became a muse for over two decades. Notable Verow films 
starring Philly include Once and Future Queen, The Trouble of Perpetual Deja-Vu, 
and most recently This Side of Heaven (2016). She starred in Agent of Paradise by 
Mary Bellis and was involved in screenings at Naked Eye Cinema. Her film credits 
also include appearances in the films of Jack Waters, Carl George and Mike Kuchar

In the 90’s Philly fronted the punk band Eager Meat which recorded the album 
America is a Theme Park. In 2004 she co-founded the noize/art collective Infinity SS 
(Saint Stanton) with Stanton St artist friends Carlucci “The Magician” Bencivenga, 
Steve Ellis, Bjames Curtright, Chris Morrow, Craig Klein, Kosuke Aoki and Mayuka 
Nobuta. They collaborated on art and their noize band performed at The Knitting 
Factory, Arlene’s Grocery and CBGB’s.

Philly / Kondor 8’s art work has been self described as - old style thrown against the 
wall of now - spray paint noize markers collage - with one foot in the stone age and 
the other in string theory. She graced the cover of Raw Vision issue #66 in 2009 
where her work was described as “a hybrid practice that has consistently harnessed 
both punk irreverence and graffiti transgression to channel demons.” -Jenifer P. 
Borum. She’s shown her work with Christina Varga in Woodstock, NY and Phyllis 
Kind Gallery in Chelsea.

Her art whether it is her acting, painting, music or just being her greatest creation, 
her own true self, will last forever. She is the East Village Joan of Arc, Queen of Time 
and Space.

©JACKIE RUDIN17

Lewanne Jones

Archival Producer
Lewanne Jones is an Archival Producer and audio-visual 
researcher for film, television and other multi-media 
projects.  She has worked on many independent, 
network and public television projects as well as 
multimedia installations for major museums and 
innovative educational initiatives.  Among her many 
projects over the years are Eyes on the Prize, ABC 
News’ Century, PBS series Frontline and American 
Experience, and Fahrenheit 911. Having developed 
an expertise in African-American visual history, she 
recently researched Firelight Films’ two award-winning 
documentaries: Freedom Riders and The Black 
Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution.  Both films, made 
for PBS, premiered at the Sundance Film Festival. 

After studying literature in college and graduate school, her love of history, narrative 
and photography came together in an early project with the Victor Jara Collective, an 
art and activism group that formed to produce experimental political-historical-poetic 
films in Guyana (South America) in the 1970s.  The resulting documentary, The Terror 
and The Time, was a collage film about the lived experience of colonialism in the 
former British colony.  She self-produced the first documentary film about historian/
politician Walter Rodney, In the Sky’s Wild Noise, after his assassination in 1980. 

A long-standing member of the Association of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA) and a 
former Board member of IMAP (Independent Media Arts Preservation organization), 
Lewanne has been invited to speak on archival and found footage use at international 
festivals and universities including the OVNI Film Festival at the Barcelona Center 
for Contemporary Culture, the Global Media Research Center at Southern Illinois 
University, panels at Association of Commercial Stock Image Licensors (ACSIL) and 
AMIA annual conferences and various other workshops, and recently at Brooklyn-
based Union Docs Center for Documentary Art.

Lewanne has been nominated for an Emmy award for documentary film research for 
her work on With God On Our Side, a documentary about religion and politics, and 
her work on The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution was rewarded with the 
FOCAL International award “Best Use of Footage in a Factual Production” in 2016.

Lewanne is the president of Autonomedia, a Brooklyn-based not-for-profit book 
publishing and media activist collective. She is currently working on a handful of 
independent documentaries on art and politics, including one on the Jack Kerouac 
School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado.  
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Chris Tanner

Art

Chris Tanner has been living and creating performance and visual art in the east 
village since 1979.

He has had over 20 solo exhibitions of  paintings,sculpture,and drawings at Boulder 
Museum of Contemporary art, Pavel Zoubok Gallery, Paul Bridgewater Gallery,Galerie 
Oz,Paris, Fahey Klien Gallery,L.A. and Atrium Gallery,St.Louis.

He will have a solo exhibition at HOWL Happening Gallery in September 2018

He has done his Plays Ravaged by Romance*( co written with Brandon Olsen*) 
Etiquette of Death ,and his one man show Footballhead at LaMama ,Pangea and 
Dixon Place.

He has worked for many years with New York Stage Theatre Co.

Ridiculous Theatrical Co, Mabou Mines ,Karen Finley,Penny Arcade,Maria Irene 
Fornes,John Vavcaro and Cyndi Lauper 

©CLAYTON PATTERSON

Emma Griffiths

Art
Emma Griffiths grew up 
in the UK and moved 
to NYC in 1990. Here 
she became inspired by 
the scene and began 
tattooing in the East 
Village in the early 
90’s when it was still 
underground. She was 
a regular at the Tattoo 
Society Meetings at the 
Spiral and CBGB’s Art 
Gallery. 

In 1997 tattooing 
became legal and 
since then she has 
had a street shop on 
Rivington Street for 
ten years, followed 
by a private studio in 
Greenpoint Brooklyn 
for the next 10 years. She loves doing a variety of styles but especially black and 
grey tattooing. 

Around 2007 she began co curating the Ladies, Ladies Art Show which was an 
art show to feature female tattooers, with the first show primarily featuring female 
tattooers who had paved the way through the 70’s and 80’s. The first showed 
featured over 60 female tattooers from all over the world and was a great success. 
There have been 3 more shows since then.

She has had two solo shows, and has shown in many tattoo and outsider art group 
shows over the past 26 years. Her work has also been featured in Skin art, Outlaw 
Biker, Tattoos by women, Inked, Spin magazine cover, International Tattoo, Ms 
magazine etc. 

She has also been featured in a few books including Electric Tattooing by Women by 
Madame Chinchilla, Ladies and Ink by Dana Melissa Dixon.

She is very grateful to have been able to tattoo over the last 26 years and she hopes 
to continue to learn and improve. 

©AUGUSTINUS TJAHAYA
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Joanne Pagano Weber 

Art

Joanne Pagano Weber is a visual artist, writer, and educator. She created the 
first of many sets for the Alternative New Year’s Day Spoken Word/Performance 
Extravaganza, establishing thematic set design as an integral part of the yearly East 
Village event. She has been involved in “The Alternative’s” evolution from the start, 
as a performer, graphic designer, greeter, and organizer at the communal book 
table, where participants may sell their work with all profits to the writers. She has 
contributed cover art to numerous “What Happens Next” anthologies compiled at A 
Gathering of the Tribes, and other publications. As a painter of the “theatre of life”, 
she has exhibited socio-political narratives in East Village venues such as Tribes 
Gallery, ABC No Rio, Kenkelba Gallery, and the Tompkins Square Gallery. In recent 
years she has collaborated with the sculptor Janice Mauro on cross-disciplinary 
installations, including text, which combine humor and social critique concerning the 
ramifications of global warming. She teaches Fine Art at the College of Mount Saint 
Vincent in The Bronx, New York.  

©SILVIA SANSA

Kasoundra Kasoundra 

Art
Here’s a little KASOUNDRA 
KASOUNDRA for ya.  

Legendary artist Kasoundra Kasoundra 
is known for her stunning works of 
collage, pen and ink and beautiful 
objets d’art. Collectors of her work 
include Joseph Cornell, Brice Marden, 
Debbie Harry, Debbie Freeman and 
Henry Zemel. Her art is a must-see. 
She worked for Joseph Cornell and 
Edward Gorey. Friends with Harry Smith 
and Stanley the Turtle, Kasoundra is an 
icon of true bohemia. It’s no wonder 
Germaine Greer dedicated her book The 
Female Eunuch to Kasoundra. - excerpt 
from Goodie Magazine www.goodie.org

The Australian theorist Germaine Greer 
dedicated her book, The Female Eunuch, 
to five friends including Kasoundra when 
it was published in 1970. 

She worked with Harry Smith, who she 
adored and refers to as The Cosmos 
for his exceptional ability to understand 
everything and anything. She worked 
with Olympia Press publisher Maurice 
Girodias as an illustrator. She befriended Alice and Ray Brock of Alice’s Restaurant 
(she was later in the movie), and through Alice she met Liza Stelle, the daughter 
of jazzman Eddie Condon. For years she was a regular fixture at Eddie’s apartment 
on Washington Square, which was always full of musicians and Village characters. 
There she met Hank O’Neal, an ex-CIA agent who had traded his old life for a 
new one of making jazz recordings, writing books, and taking pictures. One day, 
Kasoundra found an old wooden telephone booth on a sidewalk. She dragged it to 
Hank’s recording studio on Christopher Street, and said, “You cannot get rid of this.” 
Hank kept it, and he photographed people sitting in it for a long time to come. 

The following is a guest post by Romy Ashby http://vanishingnewyork.blogspot.
com/2014/12/kasoundra-kasoundra.html

©HANK O’NEAL
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Shane Enholm

Art

Shane Enholm is a retired bank robber who was a product of early Los Angeles punk 
rock hard drugs and no parental guidance. Shane is easy to find these days writing, 
painting ,tattooing and playing music in Los Angeles and sometimes NYC he also 
does seminars on tattoo history and his history when asked .

©RITT VARADY

Steve Ellis

Art
Steve Ellis (b. 1970) is a 
contemporary pop artist 
working in the Lower East Side 
and Catskills, NY.  He paints 
lighters, ripped print media, 
ripped print media on fire, 
crumpled packaging, guitar 
picks, whisky bottles, broken 
bottles, bad weather and 
crashed cars.

The paintings are neo-
symbolist, hyper-realistic 
still lifes that tackle a variety 
of narratives ranging from 
survival stories, political satire 
and history studies. 

Ellis started his series 
paintings in the late nineties in 
a storefront studio on 10th St 
in the East Village. He made 
art to show at parties like 
Squeezebox, Motherfucker, 
Area 10009 and The 
Apocalypse Lounge. His first 
gallery showings were at Colin 
De Land’s American Fine Arts 
and within the show “ The 
Meaning of Style” curated by 
Anne Ellegood at Brooklyn 
Front Gallery. 

For 20 years he has exhibited nationally and internationally in spaces ranging 
from the Conde Nast lobby at 4 Times Square to the Jerry Lee Williams Memorial 
Outhouse Gallery at Mike Osterhout’s Church of the Little Green Man in upstate NY.

Ellis was part of the noise / art collective Infinity SS (Saint Stanton) with Philly 
Kondor 8, Carlucci Bencivenga, Bjames Curtright, Craig Klein, Kosuke Aoki, Chris 
Morrow and Mayuka Nobuta. He is artist and co-founder of the ongoing portrait 
project Ignited New York.

©MICHELLE DEAN KAMINER
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Sally Young 

Art

Sally Young is a visual artist and a painter with her own peculiar view of the 
world-that world being the Lower East Side of Manhattan that she has occupied 
for close to 40 years. She’s also is a photo documentarian and often those photos 
are compiled into small handmade books or silkscreened on to T-shirts. Aside from 
that she’s raised two kids in the East Village, and continues to teach art to children 
at Greenwich House in the West Village. She’s been a member of the 6&B Garden 
since 1985 and plays a major role in the Events programming there. For the last 
three years, she has also been on the board of Arts Loisaida Foundation. 

One of Sally’s all time favorite things has been hosting an annual Thanksgiving 
Dinner at her home in the East Village. Many former Acker Awards recipients have 
been present at these dinners. Sally is now happy to say she is one of them too!

Kate Huh

Community Activist 

Kate Huh is a NYC based artist/activist. She has exhibited her visual art, installations 
and films throughout the United States and internationally since 1982.  

She worked with ACT UP NYC and Queer Nation, printing many of their posters 
and flyers for free during the 1980s and 90s. For two decades she organized and 
helped to maintain the Green Oasis Community Garden. As a member of the Paper 
Tiger Television Collective she did media activism in support of Queer POC youth in 
the West Village throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s. At her day job, she 
has been a disability rights activist for the past 25 years and has taught workshops 
on accessibility in NYC, London, Berlin, Amsterdam and Tel Aviv. Recently she has 
volunteered with the Queer Kitchen Brigade canning and pickling produce to be 
brought to Puerto Rico to assist with food relief efforts post hurricane Maria.

Her work appears in the following books; “Time Capsule, a Concise Encyclopedia of 
Women Artists” Creative Time 1995, “Caught in the Act, Photographs by Dona Ann 
McAdams”  Aperture Foundation 1996, “A Girl’s Guide to Taking Over the World: 
Writings from the Girl Zine Revolution” Macmillan 1997,  “Queer Zines”  Printed 
Matter 2008, “Cruising the Archive” ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archive 2011, 
“Herstory Inventory” Dancing Fox Press 2014 and “Cock, Paper, Scissors” ONE 
Archive 2016

©TINKER COALESCING
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Jim Fouratt

Community Activist 
In 1960 Jim Fouratt landed in Greenwich 
Village after getting off the bus from 
Baltimore having been kicked out of the 
Paulist Father’s Seminary for answering 
‘yes” when asked by the ex-Marine-Chaplin 
in charge if he was in fact homosexual. He 
was given $25 and a bus ticket back to 
Rhode Island. Got off in NYC.  Became an 
actor, studied with Lee Strasberg acted at 
both Cafe Chino and La MaMa, ran with 
Judith and Julian and the living theater 
crew, part of the original Open theater 
company, acted in Commercial television 
and film and as well as with underground 
directors (Goldman, Warhol) Hung with 
Mickey and Andy at Max’s. radicalized 
after being arrested in the 1st Anti-Vietnam 
demonstration in US in Father Duffy Square 
Time Square ,  became a hippie leader, 
published the Communication Company 
street sheets, founding member of the 
Underground Press Syndicate originally housed in his loft on Bond Street, co-
founded Yippies with Abbie, Jerry and Paul Kramer, acted on Broadway, wrote for 
Crawdaddy , Village Voice and Rolling Stone hired to be the “house hippie” by Clive 
Davis at CBS/Columbia, was on Christopher street the first night of the Stonewall 
Rebellion, founding member Gay Liberation Front on 3rd night, Left CBS to organize 
to end the Vietnam War and make “revolution-in-my -lifetime” .Became founding 
Editor of New Time magazine First gay to ever speak at a Black Panther Rally, 
targeted by COINTELPRO, arrested and spent almost a year in Dallas Jail.moved 
to LA founding member of the Lavender and Gay Union, elected to Actors Equity 
Regional Board, acted in LA and SF, moved back to the West Village, became the 
creative force behind the reinvention of Hurrah, conceived and opened Danceteria, 
Peppermint Lounge and reopened Studio 54. credited with fundamentally changing 
nightlife. Saw his work in night life as that of a committed political cultural worker. 
Founded one week after GMHC an AIDS/GRID support group first called WIPE 
OUT AIDS/ later HEAL (grew to 100 chapters world wide in the first 6 years of 
AIDS,Founding member of ACT UP

©TEQUILA MINKSY

Eugene Fedorko

Community Activist 

Eugene Fedorko, b. 1943, Pittsburgh PA, has been fighting for your civil rights since 
1962. A veteran of the 1963 Martin Luther King march (“I have a dream”), he has 
been a political, anti-war, civil rights, pro-feminist, queer and AIDS activist ever 
since.  In the early ‘80s he was co-founder (with Jim Fouratt) of the AIDS-support 
group HEAL, a grass-roots community-based organization that served free veggie 
and macrobiotic meals to the stricken community here in New York, a member of 
ACT-UP, and a caregiver. He worked for 25 years in the inner-city HIV/AIDS clinic 
of the renowned physician Paul C. Bellman, MD, and was witness to the ravages in 
the epicenter of the AIDS epidemic. He has kept a meticulous list THE BOOK OF 
THE DEAD, of his loved ones, friends, acquaintances, comrades, who have died 
of AIDS over the decades, with approximately 1100 names on it. He cherished the 
time he had with each one of those individuals who have died. He is an iconoclast, 
art collector, supporter the arts, a Black Lives Matter ally, very happily well-traveled 
and is delighted to have countless friends in the New York downtown community. 
His upcoming documentary “Conversations with Gay Elders,” by David Weissman 
(“The Cockettes,” “We Were Here,”) is a narrative of his struggle for the dignity of his 
identity through the last six decades. He continues to be a caregiver and works in a 
medical office that focuses on HIV/AIDS.

©JACKIE RUDIN
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Charles Krezell

Community Activist 
I landed on E.8th St in 
December 1991. It was a 
different world. There were 
six vacant lots on my block. 
But one lot had been turned 
into a community garden, 
ABC Garden. The garden 
was a beehive of activity; 
it was great to see. As I 
wandered around the Lower 
East Side; I was amazed by 
the number of community 
gardens.  The gardens 
sprang up in abandoned lots 
from buildings that burned 
down when the City policy 
let poor areas die by closing 
firehouses and denying basic 
services in the ‘70s.  

In 1996 I watched as ABC 
Garden was bulldozed to 
build senior housing. 

I got together with neighbors 
and we decided to convert 
the lot next to my building 
into a community garden. 
We called it De Colores Garden, after the song, “De Colores, Es el arco iris que 
vemos lucir;  in colors is the rainbow we see shining.” 

For months we dragged away rubble, dirty needles and crap. We had spread clean 
topsoil and planted.  

In 2011, I founded LUNGS ( Loisaida United Neighborhood Gardens) with the idea 
of uniting our gardens to work together for preservation of the community.  I realized 
that each garden was a world unto itself, with its own customs, culture and history. 
But as the area became desirable developers, gentrification and politics threatened 
to destroy the gardens.  In 2012 LUNGS began the Harvest Arts Festival, a weekend 
of arts programing in 24 gardens. This past September 52 gardens participated 
Festival. As the community gardens grow, the people flourish. 

©CLAYTON PATTERSON

Lorcan Otway and Genie 

Community support

Lorcan Otway has a Juris Doctorate from NYU School of Law and Genie a Juris 
Doctorate from Brooklyn Law School. They met through their involvement in the Irish 
cultural community and the Irish civil rights struggle. Together they built Irish boats, 
“currachs” which they raced in Ireland and the USA. An incident in which an attempt 
was made to racially segregate the sport Lorcan had established in the USA inspired 
Lorcan to go to law school and eventually to work on the rights of marginalized cultural 
isolate communities, for the most part Original Nations in the USA and Canada and the 
Romany community in the USA and internationally. Lorcan helped to build Theatre 80 
Saint Marks with his father and mother, Howard and Florence Otway. Theatre 80 is 
one of the last intermediate sized independent theaters in New York, and under Lorcan 
and Genie’s management has been a resource for the progressive community for many 
years. Today, Theatre 80 is the home of the Negro Ensemble Company as well as a 
venue bringing one of the most diverse theatrical programs in New York to the stage, 
from theater classics to cutting edge new works. Together the Otways have stood up to 
years of struggle against forces who have sought to induce them to sell or force them 
out, often with little or no help. They remain committed to keep community arts and 
culture alive in New York against all odds.

©LEE PFEIFFER
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Katrina del Mar

Film

Katrina del Mar is a New York-based photographer, video artist, writer, and award- 
winning film director. She is perhaps best known for her decades-long work in 
video and photography, chronicling the reality and illusion of her Lower East Side 
friends and lovers as punk heroines; or within her girl gang movie world of strictly 
female population. Creating a family tree indebted equally to B-movies and diaristic 
photography, del Mar’s defiantly queer photographs and videos are iconic alternatives 
to the cultural status quo, offering an exuberant, hyper-stylized sexuality, an 
unapologetic feminist voice, and often guerilla-style production tactics. 

“erotic, empowered and electric—think the best parts of feminism and queer theory 
mixed with sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ roll.” -Phillip Miner, Huffington Post

“Katrina Del Mar has been active in underground film, photography and erotic fiction 
for two decades, and her vision is as transcendent as it is transgressive” -Carlo 
McCormick Photograph Magazine 

©DANIEL JACK LYONS
It was Cecil Taylor who brought the 
young JEMEEL MOONDOC into modern 
jazz, and Jemeel has remained a 
devoted disciple ever since. Moondoc 
studied with Cecil Taylor and played in 
his Black Music Ensemble at Antioch 
College in 1970 – 1971, becoming a 
featured soloist. Moondoc’s own early 
groups, the Ensemble Muntu, which 
included Arthur Williams, Mark Hennen, 
Roy Campbell Jr. William Parker, Rashid 
Bakr, et al, was very much in the 
Taylor mold, but Moondoc remained 
open to other influences as well; the 
recent release of a three-CD box set, 
The Muntu Recordings, (NoBusiness 
Records NBCD 7-8-9) chronicles the 
first recordings and performances of 
Jemeel Moondoc and Muntu during the 
New York loft jazz scene. (see http://
www.pointofdeparture.org/PoD27/
PoD27Muntu.html)

In the 1980’s Moondoc made three recordings for Soul Note Records including 
Judy’s Bounce with Ed Blackwell and Fred Hopkins. This recording in particular 
gave Moondoc recognition as an innovative improviser and composer; his playing 
style sits somewhere between Ornette’s country wail and Jimmy Lyons street 
corner preaching. In 1983 Moondoc formed the Jus Grew Orchestra, a group of 
improvisers that included Roy Campbell Jr.  Bern Nix, Zane Massey, Steve Swell, 
Codaryl Moffett, Nathan Breedlove, John Voigt and others. Moondoc composed 
extensively, understanding, as did Mingus and Ellington, that the strength and power 
of composition lies with the individual and unique talents of the orchestra members, 
he also use a technique called ‘conduction’ which is an improvisational technique were 
the conductor can guide the entire group through unwritten passages. At one point 
for about a year and a half during 1983 and 1984 Jemeel Moondoc and Jus Grew 
Orchestra performed every Thursday night at the Neither-Nor bookstore on East 5th 
Street. The Orchestra also did stints at the Nuyorican Poets Café, and First on First, 
with intermittent performances at the Fez.  The Jus Grew Orchestra made two live 
CD performances – Spirit House [Eremite, 2000], recorded at UMASS at its Magic 
Triangle Jazz Series, and Live at the Vision Festival [Ayler, 2002] 

Jemeel Moondoc 

Music

©LECHAT RAVE
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Kathryn Bloss 

Music

Kathryn Bloss arrived in NYC on a painting scholarship at The Brooklyn Museum 
in 1980.  Her loft space was the home for touring art bands and she was a co-
founder of The Virtual Garrison Gallery on E.1st St. She worked at the legendary 
IU school of Music on operas and in NYC off & off off Broadway.  She is now a 
master painter at the Met Opera. In 2009 Bloss went on songwriting retreats. 
This led her to the Jack Hardy Exchange in NYC-a Monday night song circle that 
met for decades at Jack’s apartment. Jack passed away and Kathryn took over the 
Exchange in 2011 turning her EV apartment into a refuge for the songwriters to 
hone their work as they had done at Hardy’s. She now hosts the weekly exchange 
on East 8th St. and produces a yearly concert in the community gardens for the 
Exchange to present their work. Her place has also become a respected ‘listening 
room’ where some of the best songwriters in Americana and folk perform. (Paul 
Sachs, Diana Jones, Malcolm Holcombe, David Olney…) Kathryn thanks Clayton 
Patterson and the spirit of The Acker Award to honor and support the artist working 
off the beaten path.  Only community saves communities.

©DIANA JONES PERRY MASCO aka PEEWEE! 

Music
–  Originally from Queens, NY.  Excruciatingly 

long time resident of NYC’s Lower East Side!

–  Songwriter, lyricist, poet, musician.  

–  Front person/guitar player for hardcore punk 
band I.C.U. (Intensive Care Unit)  - guitar 
player in the Wharton Tiers Ensemble.  Most 
recently began a solo piano based keyboard 
project PinkLips which has been compared 
to Tori Amos meets Noam Chomsky!!

–  Has written four full length recordings, words 
and music, released on NYC Indy label 
Radical Records.  

–  Toured the U.S. many times including 
several Lollapalooza gigs -  featured live on a 
national JBL    Speakers ad campaign!  

–  Studied Humanities in the early 80’s at NYU, 
including writing and poetry, left to attend the University of the Streets!  Later 
attended the School of Hard Knocks for post graduate work!

–  First foray into the underground rock world was with Mykel Board (Maximum 
RocknRoll, Art, Artless)  -  dual singers in the band the Rolling Stones!    The 
Rolling Stones were featured in the Huey Lewis and the News official video for 
their #1 song the Heart of Rock and Roll, filmed at Danceteria!!

–  Shortly afterward started the band Dean and the Weenies with best friend Dean 
Johnson, both dropping out of NYU to pursue reality!!

–  Waxing poetic now more than ever – Peewee has written a scrap book style journal 
“Anarcho Femme Diary of Pros and Cons” - which she hopes to publish one day, 
while attending more and more Spoken Word forums hoping to publish other 
poetry works as well!

–  Opened “Pass Out Record Shop”  A Punk Rock Vinyl Record Store serving the 
local music community in Williamsburgh Brooklyn, from 2005 to 2010, featuring 
free all ages weekly shows!

–  Touring is slated in Spring 2018 for PinkLips with an upcoming Vinyl release of 
their first album “Pink is the New F*ck You!” featuring a scathing updated and 
revised version of Gil Scott-Heron’s “The Revoulution Will Not Be Televised!” 

LooK OuT!!!

©ALEX KAYSER
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Ruby Lynn Reyner 

Music

Actor, Singer, Song Writer & Comedienne first came to New York City as a teenager.  She 
walked into a rehearsal of John Vacarro’s PLAYHOUSE OF THE RIDICULOUS’ production 
of “CONQUEST OF THE UNIVERSE” and was invited to join the cast immediately.  Ruby 
became Vacarro’s leading lady in over 30 plays, later winning the DRAMA DESK AWARD 
for her performance in “LaBOHEMIA”.

Ruby started a band with musicians from The Playhouse (Ruby and the Rednecks) 
and took the act to the Mercer Arts Center.  She opened for the NEW YORK DOLLS, 
continuing her music career at Max’s Kansas City and CBGB’s.

In the 1990’s, Ruby collaborated with Gordon Bressack, creating VOIDVILLE, which was 
produced at Crystal Field’s Theater for the New City and was an underground sensation.  
She wrote, directed and starred in “CHRISTMAS IN THE ISLAND” at Ellen Stewart’s La 
Mama.  Ruby continues to write, direct and perform and will soon be seen in her latest 
venture: “SINGIN’ IN THE ER”.

Her story is told in the Emmy Nominated Documentary, “FINISHING HEAVEN” 
which appeared on HBO IN 2008 and is currently available on Netflix.

Her films include the role of Posse Queen in “GENERATION UM” (starring Keanu 
Reeves) and the title role in “ABOUT ME” by famous photographer, Robert Frank.

In the book, “AMERICAN WITNESS” by R. J. Smith, about Robert Frank, Mr. Frank 
speaks of Ruby: “A performer on the 1970’s New York Glam Scene, Ruby Lynn 
Reyner was featured with THE PLAYHOUSE OF THE RIDICULOUS, an important 
Off-Broadway outpost that elevated camp and artifice.” 

David Leslie

Performance
I was born in 1957, in a little 
factory town on the James River. 
The Washington Post named 
us “the meanest town this side 
of Hell.” I was the class clown 
artist kid in my grade, junior & 
high schools. I also fought most 
of the baddest bullies in school. 
I feigned this as an act of justice 
but in reality I was putting on 
my earliest shows.

I moved to the East Village, NYC 
in the mid 80’s & spent most of my nights in The Pyramid Club and it was there where I 
decided I was going to do live fantastical shows just like all those fabulous boys & girls I fell 
madly in crush with night after night after night. I wanted to contribute my covered dish 
offerings to the scrumptious pot luck performances that were happening in all the clubs, 
theaters, parks & streets of downtown NYC.

My very first performance was booked by Hattie in a Whispers show hosted by Hapi 
Phace. I was finally in that dressing room under the Pyramid stage and I swear it 
never got any finer than that for me. 

For the next 25 years me and my pit crew created go hard super pageants all over 
NYC. We launched me in a fiery rocket, we exploded me in Chinatown we boxed heavy 
weight champions, battled Kung Fu fighters, launched me off buildings and for my 
swan song we dressed me as Maria Von Trapp and had 3 nuns catapult me off the 
roof of Performance Space 122…… and THAT is how you solve a problem like Maria.

I retired before I killed myself or even worse “sold out” … (in retrospect I think 
maybe I should have sold out).

Throughout my performance years I collaborated with my dear friend & celebrated 
indie filmmaker Larry Fessenden who created the projections that set up the live 
stunts and then created documentaries of each event, known as THE IMPACT 
ADDICT VIDEOS.

In the years that followed I was invited to produce other’s art as a curator of 
performance art at The Kitchen, and through programing shows at PS122 & The 
New Museum and as the founding artistic director of community wide events, most 
significantly the East Village Community Coalition & The HOWL Festival. 

The gloriously long list of brilliant artists and lovingly generous arts supporters who 
have collaborated with me is THE single most significant discussion one can have 
about the art we made together. I am endlessly grateful for the unique pleasure to 
have worked with each & every one of you. 

©GILI GETZ
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Rolando Vega 

Performance

Puerto Rican and Cuban native New Yorker, father of two, artist, performer, costume 
designer, singer, florist, and Poser Extraordinaire.

I work in many mediums mostly with paper, I have been in the art field since childhood.

I have been photographed thousands of times, I’m a favorite of many, they are so happy 
to tell me of our last meetings with me.

I never charge for taking my picture.

It has been years of artistic wonderment for me, I have made tons of folks happy.

Oh I Create many stencils as well. I am entering my 65 years on Earth and I’m still going 
strong. 20,000 Drawings, prints, patterns, ready for showing. 

Jaguar Mary X

Performance
Jaguar Mary is a 
performance artist, 
glossolalia vocalist, film 
maker and hoop dancer. 
Her specific concerns, and 
the directives that have 
driven her art practice, 
engage black feminist 
discourse, questions of 
history, and now, ritual 
performance and practice 
in art as tools to help us out 
of our world crisis. Jaguar 
Mary aka Jocelyn Taylor 
has shown internationally, 
at the Johannesburg and 
Havana Biennials, and 
in galleries in Venezuela, 
Canada, France, the 
Netherlands and Dietch 
Projects in New York. 
She’s also collaborated 
with feminist artists Annie 
Sprinkle, Alice O’Malley, 
Yvonne Rainer and Cheryl 
Dunye and others. Her 
essay, “Testimony of 
a Naked Woman” was 
included in Afrekete: An 
anthology of Black Lesbian 
Writing edited by Catherine 
McKinley and Joyce 
Delaney. She is currently a 
member of the Performance 
and Performance Studies 
cohort at Pratt Institute in 
New York.

©CLAYTON PATTERSON
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Betty LaRoe

Poetry
Betty [Be] LaRoe’s artistic 
vision began to define 
itself working with Linda 
Mussmann’s Time & 
Space Ltd. in the 1970’s.  
Followed by the wonderful 
mystery of works by The 
Medicine Show Theater 
Ensemble, John Vaccaro 
and the Playhouse of the 
Ridiculous, Len Jenkin, 
The Eye and Ear Theater – 
who would not be forever 
changed by Taylor Mead’s 
direction of Picasso’s 
Desire Caught by the Tail? 
- and the years of touring 
performance spaces in the 
downtown recesses of pre-
developed SoHo, “Alphabet 
City” and the Lower East 
Side with Paul Galasso’s 
musical performance 
poetry, Pedro Pietri 
plays and Bob Holman.  
Eventually stumbling into 
DADAny and the wonderful 
world of dada poetry, 
politics, and performance, 
and on to join the tribes 
around The Living Theatre, 
and into girl-drag for the 
Wycherly Systers.  Along the way stepping into the role of doyenne for Chez LaRoe 
• a theatrical salon • for almost 30 years of poetry, politics, performance, music, 
dance, theater, publishing, food, and every combination of the above nourishment 
in a loft that is an artistic statement of its own. …And always Be reading and 
performing her own poetry.

©KATHY GROVE

Bruce Weber

Poetry

Bruce Weber is the author of five published books of poetry, These Poems are 
Not Pretty (Miami: Palmetto Press), How the Poem Died (New York: Linear Arts), 
Poetic Justice (New York: Ikon Press), The First Time I Had Sex with T. S. Eliot 
(New York: Venom Press), and The Break-up of My First Marriage (Rogue Scholars 
Press).  Bruce’s work has appeared in numerous magazines, as well as in several 
anthologies. including Up is Up, But So Is Down: Downtown Writings, 1978-1992 
(New York: New York University, 2006). He has also served as the edition of an 
issue of the magazine A GatheringHe has performed regularly in the tri-state area, 
both alone and with his former performance group, Bruce Weber’s No Chance 
Ensemble, which produced the CD Let’s Dine Like Jack Johnson Tonight (members.
aol/com/ncensemble).  He is the producer of the 24 years running ten hour long 
Alternative New Year’s Day Spoke Word/Performance Extravaganza, which is 
currently held at the Nuyorican Café. Over the years it has also been held in the 
East Village at Café Nico, CBGB’S, the Bowery Poetry Club and Dixon Place. For 
more than twenty years he ran the Sunday Unorganicized Reading at ABC NO RIO, 
and edited the broadsheet STAINED SHEETS. He has also served for many years as 
a curator at galleries and museums in New York City, and has authored numerous 
publications on American art.
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Foxy Kidd

Publisher
Nervous system out of whack, political 
hacks step back... If I would have 
known her, I’d have saved her.

Born in upstate New York in 1968, 
Foxy (then Dana) wrote poetry 
and studied classical ballet before 
graduating from University of Texas in 
Russian Studies and Journalism. She 
co-founded and published a weekly 
arts magazine in Kiev, Ukraine called 
Dossier Dosuga (The Leisure Files), as 
well as the legendary literary Goodie 
Magazine and small press book imprint 
(Panther Books) in New York City. 
Her work as a contributing writer and 
designer for books and magazines 
includes: Currents, journal of the Body-
Mind Centering Association, Jews, A 
People’s History of the Lower East Side, 
Gig: Americans and Their Jobs, Interior 
Design, Photo District News, Publishers 
Weekly and The New Yorker. She 
worked as an editor and translator for 
Oxford’s Vintage Film Club (subtitles for 
Watch Out, Grandma!) and the National 
Art Museum of Ukraine (Alexander Gnilitsky: Exquisite Corpse exhibition catalog). 
In 2008, serendipity led her back to her roots in the body, through a deep intensive 
study in Somatic Movement Therapy & Education called Dynamic Embodiment.

A frequent collaborator, she has been recently co-teaching workshops including 
Somatic Anatomy, Developmental Movement, Immunity-Fluidity, the Stress 
Response, and Yoga through the Endocrine System. Her own teachings specialize 
in breath work and The Body in Translation. She participates in Global Water 
Dances, presents at Body-Mind Centering conferences and sits on the board of the 
International Somatic Movement Educators and Therapist Association. Currently 
teaching Moving for Life at NYC hospitals and Coney Island library, Gilda’s Club, 
the 92nd Street Y and the Jewish Community Center; and BodyMind Dancing at 
Brooklyn Arts Exchange and Movement Research, she also offers yoga workshops 
and private sessions in Brooklyn and Kingston, NY. [thesomafox.com]

Jeffrey Cyphers Wright is a publisher, critic, eco-activist, artist, and is best known as a 
poet. He is the author of 15 books of verse, including most recently Blue Lyre from Dos 
Madres Press and Radio Poems from The Operating System. He has an MFA in Poetry 
from Brooklyn College where he studied with Allen Ginsberg and also taught. New poetry 
is included in New American Writing, 2017. For many years, Wright ran Cover Magazine, 
The Underground National. He has also been a community garden advocate, defending 
them from political and real estate interests and helping them to develop governmental 
proceduress and increase membership. Currently, Wright stages events showcasing artists 
and writers at KGB Lit Bar and La MaMa ETC in NYC, in conjunction with his art and 
poetry journal, Live Mag!

www.livemag.com

www.jeffreycypherswright.com

Jeffrey Cyphers Wright

Publisher

©MATILDE DAMELE
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Tod Lippy 

Publisher
Tod Lippy is executive director of 
the Esopus Foundation Ltd., a New 
York–based 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
organization, and he is the founder and 
editor of its main program, the award-
winning arts publication Esopus, whose 
30,000 readers hail from all 50 states 
and 25 countries. He was the editor and 
cofounder of Scenario: The Magazine 
of Screenwriting Art (1994–97), the 
publisher and coeditor of publicsfear 
magazine (1992–94), and a senior editor 
at Print magazine from 1990 to 1997. 
His 2000 book, Projections 11: New 
York Film-Makers on Film-Making, was 
published by Faber & Faber, and his 
1999 short film, Cookies, was featured 
in over 20 film festivals in the U.S. and 
abroad.

Lippy has lectured on Esopus at many 
educational and cultural institutions, 
including the Cooper Union for the 
Advancement of Science and Art, the 
School of Visual Arts, the Cooper-
Hewitt National Design Museum, 
Nasher Sculpture Center, the Fashion 
Institute of Technology, MTV Networks, 
Bennington College, Rice University, USC’s Roski School of Fine Arts, the American 
Library Association, and the American Institute for Graphic Arts. He has been 
interviewed on the same subject for a number of journals, radio programs, and 
books, including Becoming a Graphic Designer (Wiley, 2005) and Fresh Dialogue: 
Making Magazines (Princeton Architectural Press, 2007). From 2009 to 2012, Lippy 
was the curator and executive director of Esopus Space, an alternative exhibition 
and performance venue in New York City, where he mounted 18 exhibitions and 
staged 30 events. He also curated the exhibitions “Mark Hogancamp” (2006) and 
“Don Bachardy: One-Day Stands” (2008; co-curated with Matthew Higgs) at White 
Columns in New York City; and “Mark Hogancamp: Women of Marwencol” (2014; 
co-curated with Janet Hicks) and “Golden Years: Photographs by Ed Rosenbaum” 
(2016) at Pioneer Works Center for Art and Innovation in Brooklyn.

©CHRIS RAMIREZ

Roman Promitivo Albaer 

Theater

Roman Promitivo Albaer is a Mexican-
national and self-taught artist. He works 
in mixed media with social justice 
themes. 

His art work has been shown in 
exhibitions at ABC No Rio, Zito Gallery, 
Jonathan Short Gallery, Le Jungle 
Gallery and Theater for the New 
City Gallery, and is held in private 
collections.

When Roman moved to New York 
in the 1990s, he joined the squatter 
movement on the Lower East Side, and 
hosted a show on pirate radio station, 
Steal this Radio.  In his activism he also 
help defend the community gardens 
from city development.

He is a writer and poet, and regularly 
performs his poetry at community 
events. His poems and short stories were 
published by Hostos Community College 
Writers Space (Espacio Collage) under the 
leadership of Juan Gomes Quiroz.

Most recently he adapted two plays for performances at Theatre for the New City - 
Alfred Jerry’s absurd play Ubu Roi, and ETA Hoffmann’s “The Sandman,” as part of 
the P.I.S.S. Collective.

His adaptation of Jerry’s play Ubu Rex will be performed at Under St. Marks 
Theatre, starting on January 18, 2018, for a three week run.  

Roman is also working on a documentary on the Rivington School, an 1980s 
art group, and No Se No, a performance space. The work was begun through a 
friendship with photographer and artist, Toyo Tsuchiya.
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Julie Ezelle Patton

Writer
She is the author of Teething on 
Type (1996), A Garden Per Verse 
(or What Else do You Expect from 
Dirt?) (1999), Notes for Some 
(Nominally) Awake (2007), and 
Using Blue To Get Black (2008).  
B (Tender Buttons Press, 2015), 
and Writing With Crooked Ink 
(Belladonna) are forthcoming. She 
is a contributing editor to Resist 
Much/ Obey Little: Inaugural 
Poems to the Resistance (Dispatch 
Editions, 2017) and her work 
has appeared in Best American 
Experimental Writing 2016, 
Tender Buttons Omnibus, ((eco 
(lang)(uage(reader)), I’ll Drown 
My Book: Conceptual Writing by 
Women (2005), and on recordings 
. Julie has collaborated with many 
downtown poets, artists, dancers, 
filmmakers and musicians, 
including  Cecilia Vicuna, Anne 
Waldman, Nasheet Waits, Sally 
Silvers and Bruce Andrews, Henry 
Grimes, Ravi Coltrane, Henry 
Hills, Vinie Burrows, Sandra Payne and many others. Julie is a proud member of 
the Stop Croman Coalition which fought injustice and won for all New Yorkers. She 
has received a Foundation for Contemporary Art 2015 Grants to Artists Award, a 
Doan Brook Watershed Hero Award, a New York Arts in Education Award, among 
others but the distinction of being Acker Awardee in times like this (and just as her 
ex-landlord has found his true home on Rikers Island and had his properties placed 
in receivership) is a most meaningful feather capping a decade of struggle, teeth 
sharpening, heart work, and resolve to listen deeply and back words with acts of 
kindness. 

Julie plays in Cloud Flowers featuring guitarist Paul Van Curen; and an ever-changing 
roster of improvising musicians. Her long-standing archi-text Virgie Ezelle-Patton’s 
Family Drama Closet, Relative Offshoots & Glenville Shootout will be featured in the 
forthcoming FRONT International Triennial curated by Michelle Grabner. 

©HARALD RUMPF

Chavisa Woods

Writer

Chavisa Woods was the recipient of the 2014 Cobalt Prize for fiction and was a 
finalist  for the 2010 and 2013 Lambda Literary Award for fiction, and  was the 
recipient of the 2009 Jerome Foundation award for emerging authors.

Her writing has appeared in such publications as Tin House, LitHub, Electric Lit, 
The Brooklyn Rail, The Evergreen Review, New York Quarterly,  Cleaver Magazine, 
Jadaliyya, and others. 

Woods has appeared as a featured author at such notable venues as The Whitney 
Museum of American Art, City Lights Bookstore, Town Hall Seattle, The Brecht 
Forum, The Cervantes Institute, and St. Mark’s Poetry Project. 

Woods has presented lectures and conducted workshops  on short fiction and poetry 
at a number of academic institutions, including: New York University (NYU), Penn 
State, Sarah Lawrence College, Bard College, Brooklyn College, Brooklyn Tech and the 
New School.

©ITZIAR BARRIO
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Deborah Pintonelli

Writer

Deborah Pintonelli is the author of Meat and Memory (poetry) and Ego Monkey 
(stories), and several novels. She has won awards from the Illinois Arts Council, PEN 
Midwest, and the National Association of Arts and Letters. Her stories and essays 
have been published by Gargoyle, Conjunctions, Ikon, Tribes, Autonomedia, Criminal 
Class Press, Chicago Literati, Literary Orphans, Vida, the “First Time I Heard” series, 
and Sensitive Skin. The essays “Darkness and Light” and “Leaving Her” have been 
used worldwide on online teaching sites about the essay. She is included in the 
anthology “Up Is Up, But So Is Down: New York’s Downtown Literary Scene, 1974-
1992,” and included in anthologies by NYU Press, Autonomedia, Thin Ice Press, and 
Arbre a Cames Editions in France. While an undergrad at Columbia College, Chicago, 
she co-founded and edited Letter eX, a poetry broadside that defined the Chicago 
poetry scene in the 1980s. A collection of stories and essays, Leaving Her, will be 
published in 2018. She is represented by Curtis Brown, Ltd., is a preschool teacher 
in Fort Greene, and lives in New York City.

©ANTHONY BRUCK

Edward “Eak” Arrocha

Writer
Edward Arrocha- aka - Eak. 
I was born in Mexico City on January 12, 1962 
in my grandmothers house. 
She was a midwife. 
I come from an extremely intellectual family. 
My father is Mexican, my mother is from 
Newark New Jersey. 
I grew up in the suburbs of Mexico City, not 
much in the way of culture and art. 
Because both my parents were connected to 
the National University I was exposed to a 
wide variety of arts and performance, making 
me want to run away from the suburbs. 
I always had a sense of not fitting in. 
I remember visiting my mothers parents in 
Newark and hanging out in the city. 
I always dreamed I would be a part of it. 
My inability to focus for a long period and 
feeling of not belonging eventually propelled me to embrace hardcore in Albuquerque 
NM were I live for 5 years. 
I burned out, moved to the dessert. I spent a few years drifting and eventually landed 
in the city. I always wanted to be a part of it. 
I have been here since the late 80’s.  
My apartment in the East Village has been home since 1992, before that I lived in 
SOHO. 
15 years of my life were spent working in one of the most unusual places in the 
world. 
Cony Island.  
I got most of my body tattooed when I moved to the city. 
As a drifter I always wanted to have something to remember my self by, so I figured I 
would carry my self with me. 
Ironically I settled, found the place I belonged in. 
I write obsessively but have no desire to be famous or publish. 
Having spent a good chunk of my life in the public eye, performing, being part in 
television shows related to the sideshow, have articles written about me, getting 
interviewed, etc.
Made me desire to be low key, take life as it comes. I still do occasional readings. 
I am content fishing and just being part of my community. 
Life is that way.  
E

©EDWARD EAK ARROCHA
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Susan Sherman 

Writer

Fifty years surviving/thriving/writing LES/East Village art and activism. Poet, playwright, 
essayist, founding editor of  IKON magazine. Thirteen plays produced off-off Broadway, 
including adaptation of Cuban playwright Pepe Carril’s, Shango de Ima (Doubleday, 1971). 
Seven collections of poetry; a memoir, America’s Child: A Woman’s Journey through the 
Radical Sixties (Curbstone Press, 2007); short fiction, Nirvana on Ninth Street (Wings 
Press, 2014); new and selected poems, The Light that Puts an End to Dreams,  (Wings 
Press, 2012). Writing awards include NYFA and CAPS fellowships, Puffin Foundation 
Grant. Currently working on a novel, The Immigrant’s Daughter has Come and Gone. 

©COLLEEN MCKAY

EDITORIAL: Ron Kolm and Jim Feast

WRITERS: Richard Kostelanetz, Peter Lamborn Wilson, John Strausbaugh,  
Eddy Portnoy, Rami Shamir

POETRY: Bob Holman, Steve Dalachinsky, Eileen Myles, Jim Brodey,  Patricia Smith,  
Harry Nudel, Lionel Ziprin (Posthumous), Dorothy Friedman August, Konstantin K.Kosminsky

FICTION: Carl Watson, John Farris, Janus Eidus

THEATER: Judith Malina(The Living Theater), Crystal Field (Theater For The New City),  
Taylor Mead, Augusto Mecharize, Mark “Hapi Phace” Rizzo, Stephen “Tabboo!” Tashjian,  

SUNPK (Peter Kwaloff), James “Ethyl” Eichelberger 

BIOGRAPHY: C.Carr

ART: Boris Lurie (Posthumous), John Evans, Jose “Cochise” Quiles, Elsa Rensaa,  
Dash Snow (Posthumous), Jerry Pagane, Anthony Dominguez, Peter Missing, Joe Coleman, 

Spider Webb Joey “SEMZ” McCarthy, Fly

PUBLISHERS: Dan Simon (SEVEN STORIES PRESS), Jim Fleming (AUTONOMEDIA)

PHOTOGRAPHY: Ira Cohen, Alice O’Malley, Paula Grimaldi-Reardon

PERFORMANCE: Tuli Kupferburg, Valery Oisteanu, Carol “Red Ed” Braddock, Steve Ben Israel

VIDEO: Nelson Sullivan, Fred Jordan  

FILM: Nick Zedd, Howard Guttenplan (Millennium Film Workshop RIGHT NAME),  
MM Serra (FILMMAKERS COOP), Michael Sladek

COMMUNITY SUPPORT: Patricia Parker (VISION FESTIVAL), Klara Palotai, Jody Weiner, 
Monica Ponomarev, Lia Gangitano, - Westley “Wes” Wood - Joseph “Cuz” Camarata,  

Lucien Bahaj

BUILDING PRESERVATION AWARD: Angel Orensanz

MUSIC: Danny “Lord Ezec” Singer, James “Jimmy G.” Drescher, William Parker, Lach Anti-Folk, 
Ramond “Raybeez” Barbieri (Posthumous), Joey Semz (Joe McCarthy), Freddy “Madball” Cricien

VENUES: Steve Cannon (TRIBES), Hilly Crystal (CBGB),  
Al Orensanz and Maria Neri (ANGEL ORENSANZ FOUNDATION)

HISTORIANS IN FILM: Jeremiah Newton, Eric Ferrara

AWARDS RECIPIENTS 2013
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT: Marc Levin  independent film

CONCEPTUAL AND PERFORMANCE ART: Sur Rodney Sur & Geoffry Hendricks,  
Kembra Pfahler

 
VISUAL ART: Jim Power, Boris Lurie, Dietmar Kirves, Ed F Higgins III, Arleen Schloss,  

Mac McGill. Helen Oliver Adelson, Bill Hiene, Julius Klein, Phoebe Legere
 

MUSIC: Mattew Shipp, Phoebe Legere, Gary Lucas, Mark Birnbaum
 

CULTURAL ICON AND PERFORMANCE ARTIST: Candy Darling
 

ART SPACE DEVELOPMENT: Jack Waters, Peter Cramer
 

JOURNALISM: Sarah Ferguson
 

COMMUNITY ART: Anton Van Dalen
 

TATTOO: Tom DeVita
 

ART CRITICISM: Erik LaPrade
 

FILM: Marc Levin, Bradley Eros, Coleen Fitzgibbon
 

PHOTOGRAPHY: Gail Thacker, Bruce Meisler
 

EDITORIAL: Romy Ashby
 

SCULPTURE: Tom Otterness
 

THEATER: Robert Hiede, John Gilman, Edgar Oliver
 

THEATER DESIGN: Helen Oliver Adelson
 

FICTION: Bonny Finberg, Herbert Huncke
 

CULTURAL ADVOCACY: Jochen Auer
 

POETRY: Anne Ardolino, Erik LaPrade
 

ARCHIVIST: Jean Noël Herlin
 

WRITING AND ACTIVISM: Jordan Zinovitch

ACKER RECIPIENTS 2014

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT: Arturo Vega

ART CRITICISM: Anthony Haden-Guest 

CARTOON ILLUSTRATOR/PUNK HISTORIAN: John Holmstrom

COMMUNITY GARDENS AND ART SHOWS: Carolyn Ratcliffe

COMMUNITY MEDICAL DOCTOR: Dr. David Ores, M.D. 

COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER EVENT ORGANIzER: Alice Torbush, Chris Flash, Leonard Abrams

CULTURAL FACILITATOR: Brian “Hattie” Butterick

FILMMAKING: Sara Driver

FOLKLORE: Steve Zeitlin

MUSIC: Chris Rael, Samoa Moriki 

PHOTOGRAPHY: David Godlis, Marcia Resnick, Q. Sakamaki, Stanley Stellar

PERFORMANCE: Penny Arcade

PHOTOGRAPHY: Kate Simon 

POETRY: Eliot Katz 

TATTOO HISTORY: Michael McCabe 

TATTOO ART: Nick Bubash, Mike Bakaty  

WRITER: Puma Perl

VISIONARIES & CREATIVE INSPIRERS: Dick Zigun, Rev. Richard Ryler,  
Shiv Mirabito, Zia Ziprin

VIDEO: Pat Ivers, Emily Armstrong

VISUAL ART: Antony Zito, Curt Hoppe, Ethan Minsker, James Romberger, Marguerite Van Cook 

POSTHOMOUS AWARDS:

ACKER RECIPIENTS 2016

Michael Cesar
Vali Myers
Snuky Tate

Dean Johnson
Lincoln Christopher Caplan 

Carlucci Bencivenga
Hank Penza

Valerie Caris Blitz
John Evans

Frenchy
Jack Smith 

Patrick Geoffrois 
Hilly Kristal

Chloe Dzubilo

William “Bill” Rice
Gregory Corso 
Allen Ginsberg

Fred Rothbell Mista
Gerard Little 

Florynce “Flo” Kennedy
Bittman “Bimbo” Rivas

Raymond “Raybeez” Barbieri
Taylor Mead
Spider Webb

Dee Dee Ramone
Joey Ramone
Wendy Wild

Rockets Redglare

Grady Alexis 
Linda Twigg
Marty Matz

Martin Wong
Denis Charles
José Rivera

Tuli Kupferberg
Yuri Kapralov 
Jorge Brandon

Baba Raúl Cañizares 09
Ethyl Eichelberger
Holly Woodlawn
Emile de Antonio

Quentin Crisp 
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BODY ART/PERFORMANCE/THEATER: Nina Arsenault

POETRY/ORGANIzER: Louise Bak

MEDIA ART/NOISE/ORGANIzER: Jubal Brown

VISUAL ART/VIDEO/FILM: Napoleon Brousseau

CINEMA/PHOTOGRAPHY: Bruce la Bruce

ACTING/PERFORMANCE: Alexander Chapman

VISUAL ART/POETRY/ACTIVIST: Ron Gii

ARTIST/MUSICIAN/FILMMAKER: G.B. Jones

MUSICIAN: Joe Hall 

INDEPENDENT ART/CINEMA PROMOTER: Martin Heath

EXPERIMENTAL MUSIC DUO: LAL 

EXPERIMENTAL THEATER DIRECTOR: Hillar Liitoya 

PERFORMANCE/VISUAL ART: Louise Liliefeldt 

STREET ART/ ACTIVIST ART: Dyan Marie 

VISUAL ART/STORY TELLING: Isaac Murdoch 

MUSIC/VIDEO/WRITING: Andy Paterson

ACTOR/BURLESqUE PERFORMER: Dainty Smith 

TORONTO ACKER RECIPIENTS 2017
First Toronto ACKERs developed by Istvan Kantor in cooperation with Clayton Patterson NYC. 

MC: Phoebe Legere 

PRESENTER: Clayton Patterson

MEMORIAL CUPS: Zito

CANDY DARING ACTIVISM AWARD: Sur Rodney Sur  

2016 VIDEO OF CEREMONY: Nancy Wolfe, Ethan Minsker, 

2016 ANIMATION OF ACKER BOX: Ethan Minsker

 CARTOON ILLUSTRATOR: Natania Nunubiuznez

ACTIVIST PLAYWRIGHT: Sarah Schulman

ART & SCIENCE OF BOXING: Carlito Castillo

TATTOOING: Friday Jones, Michelle Myles  

THEATER ACTOR: Mari-ClaireCharba, Marilyn Roberts, Barbara Kahn, Lois Kayan Mingus,  
Charles  Schick, Regina Bartkoff

MUSIC: Felice Rosser, Cheryl Pyle, Eden Brower & JohnHeneghan

 COMMUNITY NEWS: Lincoln Anderson, Lucky Lawler

ART: Charles Mingus 3rd, Theresa Byrnes, Lucky Lawler, Leslie Lowe, Victoria Alexander, 
AgatheSnow, Zen Browne, Jane Dickerson, Istvan Kantor

WRITER: Jennifer Blowdryer, Shelley Marlow, MagieDominic

SEXUAL EVOLUTIONARY: Veronica Vera

FEMINIST PORN GENRE: Candida Royal

PHOTOGRAPHY: Toyo Tsuchiya, Jackie Ruden 

PERFORMANCE ART COLLECTIVE ORGANIzER: Mary Campbell and VivVassar

COMMUNITY SUPPORT: Wendy  Scripps

SCIENCE: Carter Emmart

A TRANS MEDIA STORYTELLER: Countess Alex 

VIDEO: Anne Hanavan  

 COMPOSER PRODUCER: Keith Pat 

IN MEMORY 2017: Carmen Pabon, Miguel Pinero 

ARTIST: Antony Zito & Gary Azon 

PHOTOGRAPHS:  Dorothy Friedman 

ACKER RECIPIENTS 2017
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Keith Patchel 

Entertainment
My story starts as a kid from the suburbs of Buffalo 
who loved music and playing guitar. I attended SUNY 
Buffalo where I was performing/studying classical 
guitar and fusion. I had the great privilege of studying 
electronic music with Lejaren Hiller, and met many 
extraordinary musicians while I was attending 
concerts, classes, workshops offered by The Creative 
Associates, who included such luminaries as Lucas 
Foss, Morton Feldman and John Cage. 

I moved to NYC to pursue a career in music, as I was deeply inspired by Punk Rock and 
all the New Music I had absorbed at college. I received an MA from Queens College/ 
Mannes School of Music (studied composition with George Perle) and at night was 
performing rock music with Richard Lloyd from Television at CBGB and other venues. 

When I returned to NYC in July 1985 after touring Scandinavia and recording 
Field of Fire with Richard Lloyd, never in my life would I have imagined that my 
roommate who had recently graduated from Columbia University would become 
the President of the United States. His name was Barack Obama. 

Throughout the late 80’s and 90’s I recorded and performed with numerous rock 
bands of mine; The Spell, Count Zero, Solar, and Solarkane in New York , England 
and Colombia. In 2007 I began scoring films, which included Finishing Heaven, a 
documentary about Ruby Lynn Reyner (HBO) which was nominated for a Emmy Award 
in 2010. I also scored Crumble, for which I received Best Composer awards from The 
Manhattan Film Festival and The New York International Independent Film Festival. 

I attended Juilliard from 2011-2013 studying composition and orchestration. In 2015 I co-
created The Marsband at the Hayden Planetarium for which I wrote The Pluto Symphony. 

When I was in Bogota Colombia in 1996, Adios Pablo ( a song I wrote about the 
death of Pablo Escobar) received an enormous amount of airplay, and created so 
much controversy that the label FM Discos/Warner Bros pulled the plug on the 
entire project. The video will be re-released in 2018.

2016 saw the composition and performance of my critically acclaimed 
experimental chamber opera The Plain of Jars (about the US secret bombing 
campaign of Laos during the Vietnam War).

All of this has lead to the creation of tonight’s performance of The Venus Ensemble, 
which I would describe as an experimental musical/theatrical ensemble with a surrealist, 
multimedia Velvet Underground spin. Featured performers include Clara Francesca, Alexis 
Kandra (Videography),  Cantata Fan, Sayaka Aiba, Kelsey S. Brewer and Jo Eubanks.

Much thanks to Clayton Patterson for this opportunity to for the Venus Ensemble to 
play at the ACKER Awards.  Keith 2017 ACKER recipient.  

©CLAYTON PATTERSON

Ethan Minsker 

Visual Arts

Nancy Wolfe 

Video

Ethan Minsker’s descriptors include writer, 
filmmaker, artist, fanzine publisher and creator 
and editor-in-chief of Psycho Moto Zine, which 
has been in publication since 1988. Ethan is a 
founding member of the Antagonist Movement, an 
East Village/LES-based group of artists, writers and 
musicians that promotes lesser-known works by up-
and-coming talent. This group was recently featured 
in his newest film, Self Medicated, a documentary 
on the struggles artists face to stay happy. Self 
Medicated: a film about art won the DIY award 
at the 2014 RxSM Film Festival. Recipient of the 
ACKER AWARD for visual arts 2016.

Ethan made 2 vimeos relating to the ACKERS:
https://vimeo.com/159815788  
https://vimeo.com/159520448

Nancy Wolfe has been producing documentary 
content for over a decade, having worked on two 
feature films and many short projects. Nancy has 
been a lover of film and journalism from a young 
age, writing from the age of 8 and producing 
her first short film at 16. Nancy’s work seeks to 
amplify lesser known voices. She has produced 
content for Democracy Now!, Postmasters 
Gallery, Streetlight Films, Concrete Cameras, 
Acker Awards, Out of the Binders, and Movement 
for Justice in El Barrio.

Ed. note… Nancy documented the 2016 
ACKERZs and soon will have it up on youtube.. 
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Antony zito

Art
Hailing from the woods of Northern 
Connecticut, Zito has spent over 20 years on 
New York’s Lower East Side. Zito ran a gallery 
and portrait studio on Ludlow Street through 
2006.  To New Yorkers, his portraits of the 
local characters illustrate a sweeping line 
through the legendary period after the dust 
settled from the 80s East Village art scene. 
The New York Post has called his portrait 
paintings “sensual” and his renderings of people 
on recycled materials other than canvas have 
prompted The Village Voice to refer to him as “a 
master of the found object”. His work has been 
exhibited and collected throughout the US, 
UK, Italy, France, Spain, Belgium and Japan. 
Zito’s portraits and other artwork appear in Jim 
Jarmusch’s films, “Coffee and Cigarettes” and 
“Broken Flowers”.  Zito is currently working on 

a documentary film illuminating his corner of the East Village & LES in the 1990s. More 
about artist Antony Zito –

Zito is a founding member and Director of 4heads Non Profit, the New York City 
organization created by artists for artists, that has produced Governors Island Art Fair 
since 2008, and Portal art fair since 2016. Working with his co-founding partners, 
Nicole Laemmle and Jack Robinson, Zito has built a platform for exposing and 
developing the hidden talent scattered throughout our communities, the voices that 
create our very culture. Touted as New York’s largest independent exhibition, GIAF 
opens the art season each September and welcomes over 50,000 visitors annually to 
see the work of 100 selected artists out in New York Harbor. Their new art fair, Portal, 
became an integral new satellite fair during Frieze New York, designed to wrap up the 
art season each May. Both Portal and GIAF are free and open to the public, as well as 
being free for the artists to exhibit in. 4heads raises its funds primarily through grants 
and partnerships, in order to ensure that they bring their events and programs to artists 
and the art-viewing public at no cost. Along with the two annual art fairs, 4heads 
produces an Artists in Residence studio program each summer on Governors Island, 
and Arts Education programs for youth from underserved communities in New York 
City. 4heads works with The Trust for Governors Island, National Parks Service, Lower 
Eastside Girls Club, The Chinatown Y, Two Bridges Community Center and many other 
collaborators and partners across the cultural landscape.

Alice O’Malley comes out of the school of 
‘‘availablism.’’ ‘‘It’s making art where and when 
you can and using what’s available — including 
your friends,’’ says O’Malley, a photographer, 
paraphrasing the performance artist Kembra 
Pfahler, a friend who coined the term.

‘‘Community of Elsewheres,’’ a collective portrait 
of a slowly disappearing Lower East Side 
bohemia. And while she no longer cites Cecil 
Beaton as an influence (Peter Hujar, Claude 
Cahun and Deborah Turbeville still make the cut), 
Moonstruck - The New York Times  
www.nytimes.com/2010/12/05/t-magazine/5well-
moon-t.html

Alice O’Malley

Art

Earl Ferrer

Design
Earl Ferrer is a New York City based 
Graphic Designer. You can see some  
of his work here:  
https://www.behance.net/eferrer

When not designing, he’s creating 
custom coloring books in Etsy.  
You can see his online store here:  
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TriedButDyed
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DAVID 
WOJNAROWICz 
Wojnarowicz was born in Red Bank, New Jersey, 
and later lived mostly with his mother in New 
York City, where he attended the High School 
of Performing Arts for a brief period. A victim of 
childhood abuse, he lived for a time during his 
teenage years as a street hustler; he graduated 
from the High School of Music and Art in 
Manhattan.[1]

After a period outside of New York, he returned 
in the late 1970s, where he quickly emerged 
as one of the most prominent and prolific of an 
avant-garde wing that mixed media, made and 
used graffiti and street art; his first recognition 
came from stencils of houses afire that appeared 
on the exposed sides of buildings in the East Village. He made super-8 films, such as Heroin, 
Beautiful People with Jesse Hultberg, began a photographic series of Arthur Rimbaud, did 
stencil work, collaborated in the band 3 Teens Kill 4 who released the independent EP No 
Motive in 1982, and exhibited his work in well-known East Village galleries, notably Civilian 
Warfare, Ground Zero Gallery NY, Public Illumination Picture Gallery, Gracie Mansion and Hal 
Bromm. Wojnarowicz was also connected to other prolific artists of the time, appearing in or 
collaborating on works with artists like Nan Goldin, Peter Hujar, Luis Frangella, Karen Finley, 
Kiki Smith, John Fekner, Richard Kern, James Romberger, Marguerite Van Cook, Ben Neill, 
Marion Scemama and Phil Zwickler. For some years, until Hujar’s death of AIDS in 1987, 
he and Hujar were lovers. Hujar’s death moved Wojnarowicz’s work into much more explicit 
activism and political content, notably around the injustices, social and legal, inherent in the 
response to the AIDS epidemic.[1]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Wojnarowicz

KLAUS  
SPERBER 
Klaus Nomi (January 24, 1944 – August 6, 
1983), better known as Klaus Nomi, was 
a German countertenor noted for his wide 
vocal range and an unusual, otherworldly 
stage persona.

Nomi was known for his bizarrely visionary 
theatrical live performances, heavy 
make-up, unusual costumes, and a highly 
stylized signature hairdo which flaunted a 
receding hairline. His songs were equally 
unusual, ranging from synthesizer-laden 

interpretations of classical opera to covers of 1960s pop standards like Chubby Checker’s “The 
Twist” and Lou Christie’s “Lightnin’ Strikes”. He is remembered in the United States as one of 
David Bowie’s backup singers for a 1979 performance on Saturday Night Live.[1]

Nomi died in 1983 at the age of 39 as a result of complications from AIDS.[2]

2018 
POSTHUMOUS 

ACKERS
Posthumous Acker portraits on found coffee cups 
by Antony Zito, produced by Clayton Patterson
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BRIAN  
BUCzAK
Brian Buczak was born in Detroit in 
1954. He received a BFA from Center 
for Creative Studies. He moved to New 
York City in 1975 at age 21, to continue 
painting. Brain’s art expanded to include 
paintings, drawing, writings, publishing, 
artist’s books, collaborations, Fluxus 
projects, film, performance and more. His 
work has been exhibited internationally, 
including New York, Detroit, Canada, Italy, 
and Iceland. Brain Buczak was only 33 
years old when his life was cut short by 
AIDS. Buzack’s longtime partner, Geoffrey 
Hendricks, asked his friend Philip Glass to 
help him commemorate Brain’s life. Glass 
wrote “String Quartet No. 4” for Brian. 

https://www.visualaids.org

DOROTHY 
KAREN “COOKIE” 
MUELLER
Cookie Mueller was born on August 1, 
1949 in Baltimore, Maryland, USA as 
Dorothy Mueller. She was an actress, 
known for Pink Flamingos (1972), 
Female Trouble (1974) and Desperate 
Living (1977). She was married 
to Vittorio Scarpati. She died on 
November 10, 1989 in New York City, 
New York, USA.  IMB

Mueller died from AIDS-related causes 
on November 10, 1989 in New York 
City, aged 40. Her ashes are interred 
in multiple locations: on the beach 
near Provincetown; in the flowerbed of 
the Church of St. Luke in the fields in 
Greenwich Village; alongside those of 
Vittorio and her dog Beauty in the Scarpati family crypt in Sorrento, Italy; under the statue 
of Christ the Redeemer atop Corcovado in Rio de Janeiro; in the South Bronx; and in the 
holy waters of the Ganges River. She was survived by her son, Max Wolfe Mueller, who 
appeared in Pink Flamingos.

The last of Mueller’s quotes, an elegy of her intent and existence, was written shortly before 
her death: Wikipedia 

JOHN  
SEX
Co-presented with Dirty Looks: On 
Location this screening included various 
film and video documents about 
performance artist John Sex (1956 - 
1990). Sex was a wily and ribald staple 
of the East Village scene immortalized 
in books like Art After Midnight. With 
his sizzling singles like “Hustle With 
My Muscle” and “Bump and Grind 
It,” Sex began his career developing 
signature looks and flyers for local bands 
before inventing his signature foot-high 
pompadour. With his busty backing 
dancers, The Bodacious Ta-Tas, Sex 
created a nightclub boylesque sensation 
equal parts Las Vegas and Club 57. 

Only having just released his first recordings, John Sex passed away from AIDS-related 
complications at 34.

The Pyramid Club opened in 1979 and quickly became a hub for the bustling East Village 
scene of the early 1980s. Home to rock bands and drag queens alike, the dance club was a 
haven for theatrical productions by artists like Lypsinka, Tabboo! and eventually the Funtone 
Atlanta crew, which included the “Lady” Bunny, Larry Tee and RuPaul. Sunday nights were 
extra special affairs, where host Hapi Phace’s Whisper Lounge would cater to sensations of the 
era like John Kelly, Ethyl Eichelberger, Frieda the dancing disco doll, Jayne County and Vaginal 
Davis. Curator: Bradford Nordeen

Video and film of John Sex performance by various artists, 1983-1989, including the 
rockumentary, John Sex: The True Story directed by Tom Rubnitz.

https://www.visualaids.org

JIMMY  
DE SANA
Jimmy De Sana (November 12, 1949 – 
July 27, 1990) was an American artist, 
and a key figure in the East Village punk 
art scene of the 1970s and 1980s. De 
Sana’s photography has been described 
as “anti-art” in its approach to capturing 
images of the human body, in a manner 
ranging from “savagely explicit to purely 
symbolic”.  William S. Burroughs wrote 
the introduction to his collection of 
photographs Submission which was 
self-published in 1980.  

https://www.visualaids.org
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HUCK  
SNYDER
Huck Snyder, an artist and a designer 
of vivid stage settings for dancers and 
performance artists, died on Saturday at 
his parents’ home in Lansdale, Pa. He 
was 39. 

He died of AIDS, said Elizabeth Dunn, 
a friend and colleague. 

Mr. Snyder, whose full name was Harry 
William Snyder 4th, created sets and 
stage furniture that were surrealistic yet 
extremely simple and almost childlike 
at times. Imaginative and free in their 
execution and unmistakably his work, his 
sets often seemed inseparable from the 
vision of the performers with whom he 
worked. The multi-level, boxlike set he 

designed for the performance artist John Kelly’s 1991 work “Maybe It’s Cold Outside” was crammed 
with the colorful and mysterious artifacts of five people’s lives and was considered by some to be Mr. 
Snyder’s best work. 

http://www.nytimes.com/1993/01/28/arts/huck-snyder-artist-dies-at-39-designed-stage-sets-
for-dancers.html

PETER  
HUJAR
Peter Hujar (born 1934) died of AIDS 
in 1987, leaving behind a complex 
and profound body of photographs. 
Hujar was a leading figure in the 
group of artists, musicians, writers, 
and performers at the forefront of 
the cultural scene in downtown New 
York in the 1970s and early 80s, 
and he was enormously admired 
for his completely uncompromising 
attitude towards work and life. He 
was a consummate technician, and 
his portraits of people, animals, 
and landscapes, with their exquisite 
black-and-white tonalities, were 
extremely influential. Highly 
emotional yet stripped of excess, 
Hujar’s photographs are always 
beautiful, although rarely in a conventional way. His extraordinary first book, Portraits in Life 
and Death, with an introduction by Susan Sontag, was published in 1976, but his “difficult” 
personality and refusal to pander to the marketplace insured that it was his last publication 
during his lifetime. - from The Peter Hujar Archive website

JACK  
SMITH 
Jack Smith was an American filmmaker, 
actor, and pioneer of underground cinema. 
He is generally acclaimed as a founding 
father of American performance art, and 
has been critically recognized as a master 
photographer.

Working in New York from the 1950s until 
his death in 1989, Smith unequivocally 
resisted and upturned accepted 
conventions, whether artistic, moral or 
legal. Irreverent in tone and delirious in 
effect, Smith’s films, such as the notorious 
Flaming Creatures (1962-3), are both 
wildly camp and subtly polemical. Smith 
is best known for his contributions to 
underground cinema but his influence 
extends across performance art, 
photography and experimental theatre.

After his last feature film, No President (1967-70), Smith created performance and 
experimental theatre work until his death on September 25, 1989 from AIDS-related 
pneumonia.

Jack Smith feature,.,, Shadows in the City.. Director Ari Rossimoff.. Creative Director Clayton 
Patterson Visual AIDS site https://www.visualaids.org

TOM  
RUBNITz
A quintessential New York underground 
film/video artist, the late Tom Rubnitz 
took a bite out of the Big Apple and 
spat it out in a wild kaleidoscope of 
unequivocal camp and hallucinogenic 
color. Ann Magnuson, the B-52s, The 
“Lady” Bunny, and the late John Sex are 
but a few of the stars that shine oh-so-
brightly in Rubnitz’s glittering oeuvre. 
A genre artist par excellence, Rubnitz 
treated the sexy-druggy-wiggy-luscious-
desserty qualities of the ’80s downtown 
club scene with the loving care only a 
true hedonist could show.  Rubnitz died 
from an AIDS-related illness in 1992.

https://www.visualaids.org
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At Overthrow we don’t just talk about it, we do it. 
Overthrow is more than a gym, it has a history, 
it is a community, a club, a body of like minded 
people. It stretches the limit of what a gym is. 
And as a gym it is not a ready made, corporate 
stamp out reproducible pop up anywhere place. 
It is not filled with the latest equipment but just 
old school boxing, and yes, a little blood, sweat, 
and tears. Tears of joy and tears of pain. Joy that 
elevates the soul and pain the helps one grow.  The gym has Carlito Castillo an older 
trainer who represents the connection to the old school boxing world. And Carlito’s 
style is called Carlito’s Way. Carlito works to give troubled youth a focus. It was Carlito 
who inspired Joey Goodwin, the owner of Overthrow, to get into the boxing world. 
Carlito teaches the art, like ballet and the science of knowing and understanding how 
the body moves, how to look into the eyes of your opponent to predict their next move. 
There is also the Overthrow Fanzine and if anyone is interested in a free copy of 12 
amazing heart felt stories of struggle and victory contact Overthrow Boxing and ask 
to be sent a pdf.  Is worth the effort. 
Or if one is interested in some free running exercise contact Power at Overthrow and 
join the Bridge Runners. A world-wide running organization that is constructed so 
anyone, at any level, can run with some of the best. 
Overthrow Boxing is located at #9 Bleecker the former home of the NYC Yippies. 
Joey has kept the vibe and the feel of the Yippie #9. He works with Alice Torbush 
the background backbone of the N Y Yippies. Dana Beal the head of the NY Yippies 
often stops by. The walls are covered with Yippie history, old posters and newspaper 
clippings: lawyer William Kunstler, David Peel, Dana Beal, Aron Kay, Overthrow and 
Yippie Times.  Now there is Overthrow Boxing #2 Brooklyn 256 Grand Street (@
Roebling) Brooklyn. NY 11211. 
Overthrow mixes boxing, exercise, art, science, and a slice of L.E.S. history.  
There is also the Overthrow Fanzine and if anyone is interested in a free copy of 12 
amazing heart felt stories of struggle and victory contact Overthrow Boxing and ask 
to be sent a pdf.. worth the effort. 
Or if one is interested in some free running exercise contact Power at Overthrow and 
join the Bridge Runners. A world wide running organization that is constructed so 
anyone, at any level, can run with some of the best. 
Overthrow Boxing is located at #9 Bleecker the former home of the NYC Yippies. 
Joey has kept the vibe and the feel of the Yippie #9. He works with Alice Torbush the 
background backbone of the N Y Yippies. Dana Beal the head of the NY Yippies often 
stops by. The walls are covered with Yippie history, old posters and newspaper clippings: 
lawyer William Kunstler, David Peel, Dana Beal, Aron Kay, Overthrow and Yippie Times 
Overthrow mixes boxing, exercise, art, science, and a slice of L.E.S. history. 

Sponsor

Overthrow

2017
POSTHUMOUS

ACKERS
Posthumous Acker portraits on found coffee cups 
by Antony Zito, produced by Clayton Patterson
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Sponsor

Villager

The Villager has been Downtown Manhattan’s award-winning hometown newspaper 
since 1933. It’s available weekly in print and also online at thevillager.com .

The local arts scene — such an integral and vital part of the Village and Downtown, 
and which resonates worldwide — has always been a key part of The Villager’s 
coverage. 

The Villager proudly supports the mission of the Kathy Acker Awards: to recognize 
the underground and sometimes under-recognized avant-garde artists who create 
such incredible and amazing work. These are true creators, in every sense of the 
word, who blaze their own unique paths of brilliance. 

The Villager also supports the sense of community that the Kathy Acker Awards 
nurture, each year bringing together the leading lights from Downtown and beyond to 
honor them.

However the awards may evolve in the future, The Villager supports this mission: of 
recognizing the true, pioneering avant-garde artists in our midst, and of sustaining 
Downtown’s creative community and its defiant spirit in the face of all the forces that 
would seek to diminish it or co-opt it.




